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CarSmart AC InspectorCarSmart AC Inspector
Air Conditioning Inspection Tool 
An A/C performance check can now be done in just two 
minutes.  Check every vehicle and drive your A/C repair 
business to new heights.

ProblemProblem:   Conducting accurate A/C performance 
inspections require too much time for even the most 
qualified technicians to perform.

SolutionSolution:  In two minutes, CarSmart AC Inspector 
indicates whether the A/C system is operating within OEM 
specification by It compares outside air and temperature to 
the temperature coming from the center vent.  

Accurately Measures and Records: 
• Temperature 
• Relative Humidity

Benefits and Features: 
• CarSmart AC Inspector measures air entering the A/C system 

and compares it to the air supplied through the vents in the 
vehicle cabin. This information is transmitted to a mechanic’s 
tablet which displays and exports detailed reports to show 
how well the air conditioning is performing in specific terms 
as specified by vehicle manufacturers. 

• Utilizing this technology is quick, easy and enhances the 
value-added service to the customer while reinforcing the 
professionalism of the technician. 

• Providing customers with professional onscreen or printed 
reports helps promote A/C service, such as a system charge 
or repair, while giving the vehicle owner the peace of mind 
in knowing that the technician is providing a high quality 
and accurate service. CarSmart AC Inspector can also save 
customers money by identifying an issue such as a low 
refrigerant charge before it becomes an expensive repair.

Information is displayed on 
the CPS CarSmart App and 

can be exported to email, 
printer or another program



CarSmart AC Inspector
Air Conditioning Inspection Tool 

On screen guidance Exportable to CSV or PDFJob info with customer 
name and repair order

BLUE
Attaches inside to 
the center cabin
vent

RED
Attaches outside to 

the front grille
near condenser

Sensors attach in seconds and the color-coded clamps ensure proper placement. 

# TACI100
CarSmart A/C Inspector

Includes convenient 
carrying case with 
color-coded automotive 
psychrometers 
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Download the CarSmart 
AC Inspector app now


